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camerape ó´´.Q: Count if true in
list I have the following code that
works but I would like to know if
there is a way to simplify it so
that it would be more efficient. If
I have a list of items and I want
to count if true/1 or false/0 or
null/ null that would be faster
than to iterate and check if there
is a value. Current: foreach (var
item in list) { if (item == true) {
count = count++; } else { count
= count--; } } A: The true case is
a match to "item is not false", so
count++ is always at least the
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number of true matches plus
one. The false case is a match to
"item is false", so count-- is at
least 0. Therefore, the number of
times through the loop is the
number of true matches plus one
less than the number of false
matches. You can just use the
conditional operator: var count =
list.Count(i => i == true); A:
Note: As noted in other answers,
this may vary for different
environments. Simply use a
conditional expression: var count
= list.Count(i => i); You can also
do the following, but I've not
really heard that very often: var
count = list.Count(i => i ==
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true); if is shorthand for the
equivalent if(condition) {... }
else {... } Bilateral thalamic
glioblastoma with contralateral
spread: survival analysis and
potential for multimodal therapy.
Bilateral thalamic glioblastoma
has been reported in only rare
cases, and survival analysis has
been unavailable. Moreover,
patients are often initially
treated with single modality
therapy in the initial setting, and
progression from one side to the
other might ensue. Herein, we
study the 6d1f23a050
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